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Level 3 Cambridge Technicals in Digital Media has been developed to enable students to study of the principles, knowledge and skills of the
Media industry to a higher level.  The course will focus on the area of Interactive Media which is a growing area of the industry.

The qualification has broad appeal and would appeal to any student who has an interest in the media industry and will enable students to continue to
further study or gain employment.   The projects and activities you will study should give you experience and understanding of what actually happens
in the real world of media, rather than just being about the theory. To this end you will be using a variety of different equipment and (hopefully!) meeting
with workers in the media industries. This could be through visits to sites of interest, or it could be from professionals visiting the school. Either way, as
you can probably figure, it is supposed to be a more vocational qualification in Media. You will hear this word a lot, all it actually means is that it is more
related to the real world of work and employment.

The course is available for study at 1 year AS equivalent, A Level and 1.5 A Level equivalent. The first year units are detailed below:

Technical Certificate

Unit 1:  Media Products & Audiences (Examination January 2022)
The aim of this unit is for you to develop your understanding of
how different media institutions operate in order to create
products that will appeal to specific target audiences.  You will
therefore learn about the different ownership models in the media
industries, and you will learn how to analyse different media
products within the sector to understand the fundamentals of how
meaning is created for audiences. You will learn about how
audiences are categorised, researched and targeted by media
producers and how media institutions distribute and advertise their
products to audiences.

Unit 3:  Create a Media Product (Coursework)
Media products have a range of different purposes. Whether it is to
advertise and promote a product or service, inform an audience of
a cause or engage and entertain an audience. The aim of this unit
is for you to develop knowledge and understanding of the
production processes for producing a specific media product.

Unit 20  Advertising Media (Coursework)
In completing this unit, you’ll understand advertising campaigns
and how audio-visual, print based or audio advertising media are
used within them. You’ll plan an advertising campaign for a prod-
uct or service, selecting the appropriate media components to pro-
duce it. You’ll produce original media components for
incorporating into a campaign, considering the market and its tar-
get audience, as well as legal and ethical constraints, to ensure
that all components comply with the required codes and conven-
tions of the genre.D
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FAQs
What grades do I need to get on to the course?
If you completed the Level 2 Cambridge Nationals in iMedia, you are
expected to have achieved at least a Pass grade in order to be accepted
onto the Level 3.

How is the course graded?
D*D* = 84 UCAS points
D*D = 78 UCAS points
DD = 72  UCAS points
DM = 60  UCAS points  NB:
MM = 48  UCAS points  A Level A grade =  48  UCAS points
PM = 36  UCAS points
PP = 24  UCAS points

How much work will I need to do outside of class?
You will need to allocate at least 4 hours per week to each of the units
which you are doing.  At key times, such as filming, you may need to
allocate considerably more time.

Do I need to pass every unit?
In order to achieve the qualification, you need
to achieve at least a Pass grade on each assignment.

How is the final grade calculated?
Each grade will be assigned a number of points.  These will then be used
to calculate your final grade.



To continue to the 1.5 A Level equivalent, Level 3 Technical Extended Certificate in Digital Media, you will be expected to complete five additional units.  Unit 2 is a manda-
tory unit, you will then choose to follow either the Moving Image & Sound pathway or the Digital Content for Interactive Media pathway :

Unit 2:  Pre-Production and planning (Examination in January 2023)
Pre-production and planning are key aspects of any media production, time spent well leading up to a production can save time and money. By completing this unit, you will
understand the pre-production process that the creative media industry follows when creating a product. You will learn how to carry out research in the planning stage of a
media production and about the various acts of legislation that need to be considered. You will learn about the constraints that need to be considered when planning a new
media production, including timescale and resources. You will  understand how to create pre-production documents in relation to client requirements and how to plan
projects to meet these needs.
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The type of job roles this pathway could lead to are runners, assistant camera
operator, assistant lighting camera person, freelance crew or promoters at fes-
tivals and live music events.

Digital Content for Interactive Media
The type of job roles this pathway could lead to are digital layout artists, dig-
ital graphic designers, assistant computer graphics modellers or assistant ani-
mators.

The Creation & Use of Sound in Media (Y12)
By completing this unit, you will understand the sound elements used in media prod-
ucts and how they are produced. You will be able to develop ideas for, and plan the
production of, a soundtrack containing a range of sound elements. You will gain
practical skills by recording and editing sound elements for use in the production of
a final soundtrack.

Photography for Digital Media Products (Y12)
This unit enables you to develop your photographic skills and produce portfolios of
images that are ready for use by a client. You will be encouraged to develop your
own photographic style following an investigation into the work of professional
photographers. You will use this knowledge to plan your own photographic shoot
and take a series of photographs in order to meet an assignment brief. You will
need to create a portfolio of the best images and apply image processing tech-
niques before saving them in a suitable format for use.

Radio Production (Y13)
By completing this unit you will understand the structure and organisation of radio
broadcasting as well as existing types of radio programmes. You will analyse style,
presentation and structure of existing types of radio programmes and will gain prac-
tical skills through the planning, recording, and editing of your own original short
radio programme for a specific radio station.

Interactive Media Product (Y13)
By completing this unit, you will understand how interactive multimedia products
are used for a range of purposes and across a range of platforms. You will learn
how to design and create an interactive media product and test it using both tech-
nical and user tests.

Create Audio-Visual Promos (Y13)
By completing this unit, you will understand audio-visual promos in terms of their
use, how audiences are targeted and how existing Audio-visual promos are con-
structed. You will be able to take a brief and from this be able to generate ideas
and plans for an original audio visual promo including understanding the legal, mor-
al and ethical framework that you would work under in producing such a promo. You
will be able to produce material for an audio-visual promo, carry out post produc-
tion processes to create the Audio-visual promo, gain feedback to justify any deci-
sions that are made and ensure the final promo meets the needs of the brief and
matches the target audience.

Comics & Graphic Novel Storytelling (Y13)
By completing this unit, you will understand the comic and graphic novel world.
You will understand the content of a graphic novel or comic and how it relates to
its target audience. You’ll be able to develop one character for an original graphic
novel or comic, and plan and produce panels for an original graphic novel or comic
for this character.

TV & Short Film Production (Y13)
By completing this unit you will apply your knowledge of pre-production to generate
materials for a short film or TV programme. This will not only allow you to build on
skills of producing a proposal, storyboarding and scripting but will also give you the
opportunity to work as part of a team and specialise in a particular production role.
You will edit footage in post-production and have the opportunity to apply special
and visual effects in order to create a short film or TV programme for a specific
purpose and audience. You will then go through the process of presenting your work
as a screen test to a focus group or specific  audience. You will evaluate your pro-
duction through analysis of feedback which will give you the opportunity to reflect
on your work and identify areas for your development and improvement.

Create a Digital Animation (Y13)
By completing this unit, you will explore how animations are produced and the
different techniques that are used to produce these animations, you’ll explore
different animation studios and characters, and how these are influenced by the
culture that influence their production and the audiences they are aimed at.
You’ll be able to plan for and produce a short animation, or a section of an ani-
mated production, including the risks associated with production, and be able to
test and justify choices that you have made for your animation
to ensure suitability for the targeted audience


